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Abstract
Embedding large graphs in a low-dimensional space has proven useful in various
applications. However, there is a limited focus on real-world networks that are
dynamic in nature and continuously evolving with time. In this paper, we propose
a novel adversarial algorithm to learn representation of dynamic networks. We
leverage generative adversarial networks and recurrent networks to capture temporal and structural information. We conduct extensive experiments on the task of
graph reconstruction, link prediction and graph prediction. Experimental results
demonstrate consistent, stable, and better results against state-of-the-art methods in
many cases.
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Introduction

Network embedding has benefited tremendously in social networks, biological networks, gene-protein
networks, etc. The basic idea is to embed a network into low-dimensional vector space such that the
structural properties are preserved. Dynamic networks are evolving networks wherein the structure of
nodes and edges changes with time. For example, users in a social network add or remove friends
such that the user community evolves over time. Dynamic graphs are represented as a sequence of
snapshots of graphs at different time steps. Each snapshot represents edges and nodes that occur
between a user-specified discrete-time interval (e.g. day or week or month).
Network embedding on a single graph has been researched extensively in the recent years and various
techniques have been proposed to solve the problem of link prediction(Wang et al. [2016a], Chen
et al. [2016], Maheshwari et al. [2019]), node classification(Yang et al. [2016], Huang and Mamoulis
[2017]), and clustering(Wang et al. [2017a], Nie et al. [2017]). However, the time-series component
in dynamic graphs produces a new challenge for network embedding. Key factors influencing the
performance of embedding are a) growing nature of graphs, b) unstable nature of graphs at consecutive
time-steps, and c) scalability of learned embeddings.
Various approaches have been proposed for generating embeddings for dynamic graphs. LIST(Yu
et al. [2017]) models first-order proximity and uses a time-dependent matrix to express graph
structure as a function of time. Dyngraph2vec(Goyal et al. [2019]) uses dense and recurrent layers to
capture temporal transitions in the network. DynGEM(Goyal et al. [2018]) uses deep autoencoder
to capture non-linearity in dynamic graphs. DynGraphGAN(Xiong et al. [2019]) uses Generative
Adversarial Network(Goodfellow et al. [2014]) (GAN) and evaluates the performance of embeddings
on graph reconstruction and link prediction. It uses a graph convolution network as a discriminator to
distinguish between fake and real edges. However, dynGraphGAN uses graph datasets having atmost
16 snapshots and shows marginal improvements over baselines.
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In this paper, we develop a graph embedding algorithm, referred to as DynGAN, to generate stable
embeddings of dynamic networks. DynGAN employs GAN at its core and leverages recurrent
neural networks to capture temporal transitions. DynGAN incrementally learns to embed for each
snapshot of the graph. We initialise embedding of next step from the previous time step and learn
gradients over it. This ensures stability of the embeddings and requires lesser time to converge after
first few iterations. We demonstrate our results on three tasks, namely, a) graph reconstruction, b)
link prediction, and c) graph prediction. We perform extensive experiments on benchmark datasets
and compare with state-of-the-art baselines. Our experiments achieve improved results on graph
reconstruction and link prediction over state-of-the-art results. We also report significant gains on
graph prediction for one dataset. Our contributions are summarised as follows:
• We propose a novel adversarial network based architecture for generating network embeddings for dynamic graphs.
• We construct experiments over three tasks and two large real-world datasets. Our model is
able to show significant improvement over state-of-the-art baselines on all tasks.
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Problem Setup

Let G = (V, E) be a given undirected graph where V = v1 , v2 , . . . , vn is the vertex set and
E = (vi , vj ) is the associated edge set such that vi , vj ∈ V .
Dynamic network. A series of undirected graphs G1 , G2 . . . GT where Gt = (Vt , Et ) represents a
graph at time t. Our goal is to learn low-dimensional stable representation of vertices vi over time
such that temporal and structural properties of the series of graph are effectively captured. In essence,
consecutive embeddings should differ little if graph structure does not change much.
2.1

Algorithms for Dynamic Graphs
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Figure 1
We develop two algorithms that are adversarial network based deep learning models. Both employ a
generator-discriminator model to learn embeddings for dynamic graphs. We train both generator G
and discriminator D simultaneously and expect G to learn the data distribution. Previous works have
demonstrated the effectiveness of GAN in graph networks(Wang et al. [2017b], Maheshwari et al.
[2019]). Generator captures the data distribution and learns a parameter θg such that G(v|vc ; θg ) can
approximate the true distribution. v and vc are the sampled vertices in the generator2 . Discriminator
estimates a probability to differentiate the samples arriving from the generator and true distribution.
It learns a parameter θd such that D(vi , vj ; θd ) can discriminate between the presence or absence of
an edge between vi and vj . The minimax game with objective function V (G, D) can be formalised
as min max V (G, D) where V (G, D) is given as
θG

V 
P

θD





Ev∼ptrue (·|vc ) log D(v, vc ; θD , wD ) + Ev∼G(·|vc ;θG ,wG ) log 1 − D(v, vc ; θD , wD )

c=1
2

Refer to supplementary material for sampling strategy
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Parameters of generator and discriminator are learnt alternately by minimizing and maximizing the
objective function. Discriminator D is a sigmoid function over a pair of vertices and generator G is a
softmax function over all the vertices in V .3
2.2

DynGAN

Architecture of our DynGAN model is shown in Figure 1a. GAN is initialized with random embedding
Uraw . For each time step t, our model generates embedding Ut that is fed as an input to the next
GAN component. Such an architecture is capable of handling evolving graphs due to preservation
of weights from previous time step. Additionally, it ensures the stability of embeddings due to
initialization of current time step embeddings with the previous time step output embeddings. Hence,
training converges very fast after few iterations of initial time steps. We perform experiments using
this architecture on all three tasks. However, DynGAN fails to capture temporal sequence in the
network due to its limited capability to capture previous time-step information. Hence, dynGAN
does not perform equally well on graph prediction. To overcome this limitation, we propose a new
architecture based on the combination of GAN and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), named as
DynGAN-LSTM. We leverage this architecture to consider previous time stamps for the task of graph
prediction.
2.3

DynGAN-LSTM

Our problem is to learn an embedding uvi in a low-dimensional representation for each node vi such
that embeddings can capture temporal and structural patterns necessary to predict vi+1 for the task
of graph prediction. We use the DynGAN model(Figure 1b to learn embeddings at each time step
and pass them through a sequence of LSTM networks to capture sequential information. LSTMs
are chosen because they are expected to capture evolution in the graph that allows us to predict the
next graph. The input to the model is an undirected graph that is transformed into a node adjacency
matrix. Given an adjacency matrix At at time t our model optimizes the following loss function,
Lt+1 = ||Ât+l+1 − At+1+1 β||2F = ||(f (yt , ..., yt+l ) − At+l+1 )||||(f (At , ..., At+1 ) − A0t+l+1 )
β||2F . Here, β is a hyperparameter penalizing observed edges that gives higher weights to observed
edges than unobserved edges(Belkin and Niyogi [2002]), l is the temporal look back factor that
controls the range of sequential dependency in our model and represents elementwise product.
Parameters are tuned by this loss function to penalize incorrect reconstruction of edges at time t+l +1
by using previous time step embeddings.
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Experiments and Results

We evaluate the performance of DynGAN model on the task of link prediction , graph reconstruction
and graph prediction. We test DynGAN-LSTM on the task graph prediction. We use real-world
dynamic graphs summarized in Table 1.
3.1

Datasets

HEP-TH(Gehrke et al. [2003]) is a collaboration network containing abstracts of paper in High
Energy Physics Theory. It contains 136 time steps and the number of nodes range from 150 to 14446.
Autonomous Systems(AS)(Leskovec and Krevl [2016]) is a communication network containing logs
of Border Gateway Protocol. The dataset contains 733 time steps with a fixed number of nodes but
number of edges ranges from 487 to 26467.

Dataset

#Nodes

#Edges

#Time steps

HEP-TH
AS

150-14446
7716

268-48274
487-26467

136
733

Table 1: Summary of datasets used for the experiments
3

The detailed treatment of the graph GAN model is given in supplementary.
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3.2

Baseline and Evaluation Metrics

For graph reconstruction and link prediction, we compare our model against SDNE(Wang et al.
[2016b]) and dynGEM(Goyal et al. [2018]). For the task of graph prediction, we compare against
dynGEM and three variants of dyngraph2vec(Goyal et al. [2019]) namely, dyngraph2vecAE, dyngraph2vecRNN, and dyngraph2vecAERNN. In our experiments, we evaluate the performance of our
model using Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Precision@k (P@k) as a evaluation metric for all
three tasks.
3.3

Results

Graph Reconstruction In this task, we attempt to accurately reconstruct the graph from the learned
embeddings of nodes. We reconstruct the edges between pair of nodes using DynGAN model. Our
model beats state-of-the-art methods by huge margin.
Link Prediction We test the applicability of our model on link prediction for unobserved edges. We
train our model on {G1 , G2 ..., Gt−1 } and 85 percent of edges of Gt and test on remaining edges of
Gt . The results for graph reconstruction and link prediction are shown in Table 2. The results show
that DynGAN model is able to outperform all deep neural networks and autoencoder-based models
by a huge margin.
Task
Graph Reconstruction
Link Prediction
Algorithm
AS
HEP-TH
AS
HEP-TH
SDNE
0.214
0.51
0.09
0.1
dynGEM 0.216
0.491
0.21
0.26
DynGAN 0.465
0.65
0.464
0.636
Table 2: Average MAP for the task of graph reconstruction and link prediction

Graph Prediction - In this task, we train the model with {G1 , G2 ..., Gt−1 } snapshots of graphs to
predict Gt . Instead of predicting over all time-steps, we consider last 50 snapshots of the datasets.
We observe that change in the number of nodes and edges are more frequent in last snapshots of the
graph (refer supplementary material). We remark that the efficiency of the models must be tested
when a sudden change in the nodes and edge occurs. We train our model with a lookback factor of 2
and embedding dimension of 32.
MAP Estimate
Precision@alledges
Algorithm
AS
HEP-TH
AS
HEP-TH
dynGEM
0.097
0.258
0.0613
0.073
dyngraph2vecAE
0.182
0.395
0.018
0.003
dyngraph2vecRNN
0.235
0.545
0.438
0.402
dyngraph2vecAERNN 0.275
0.595
0.002
0.005
DynGAN
0.26
0.376
0.152
0.1811
DynGANLSTM
0.232
0.45
0.637
0.262
Table 3: Average MAP & Precision@all edges for last 50 snapshots of AS & HEP-TH.

In the last 50 snapshots, when nodes and edges are changing by a large number in consecutive
snapshots, our model performs marginally lower than dyngraph2vec. However, our model performs
better on AS dataset when precision metric is considered and predicts consistently across various
scenarios, unlike other models.
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Conclusion

We introduced DynGAN and DynGAN-LSTM, a model for capturing temporal and structural
information in the dynamic networks. It learns the evolution pattern in an adversarial manner and
predicts node embeddings. We conduct extensive experiments on benchmark datasets containing
large timesteps and high variations. Our model demonstrates superiority and consistency of results in
graph reconstruction, link prediction, and graph prediction and outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
4
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Variation of edges and nodes across time steps

Figure 2 shows change in number of edges and nodes for each snapshot for both AS and Hep-th
dataset. We choose last 50 time steps for training and testing the proposed models. It is evident from
the figure that there are drastic change at some time steps in the graph. The problem of capturing
embedding become more difficult due to this very nature of dynamic graphs.

Variation of nodes for AS dataset

Variation of edges for AS dataset
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Figure 2: Change in number of nodes for last 50 time steps for both datasets.
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Sampling strategy

We describe sampling process for choosing pair of vertices by generator motivated by Wang et al.
[2017b]. Firstly, we create Breadth First Search (BFS) tree Bv for the vertex set V . Secondly, vertex
vc is selected and we parse the adjacent vertex with the probability estimated from Eq (1). This is
repeated until current vertex selects the previously chosen vertex. At the end, initial vertex vc and the
current vertex is chosen as pairs. Due to the tree structure of vertices, the algorithm stops in O(logV )
steps .



exp (gvTi gv )

p(vi |v) = P

T g
exp
g
v
vj
vj ∈Nc (v)
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(1)

Algorithm 1 Sampling strategy for generator
Require: BFS tree Bv representation of v ∈ V
Ensure: Generated samples vgen
1: Select a starting vertex vc := vcur and vc := vprev ;
2: while true do
3:
Select neighboring vertex vi proportional to p(vi |vc ) using Eq. (1);
4:
if vi = vprev then
5:
RETURN vgen ;
6:
else
7:
vprev := vcur , vcur := vi
8:
end if
9: end while

7
7.1

Approach for generating embeddings
Generator

Eq (1) is a softmax function over all neighboring vertices of v. The gradient of V (G, D) can be
computed as :

∇θG V (G, D) =

V
X

h

i
Ev∼G(·|vc ) ∇θG logG(v|vc ) log 1 − D(v, vc )

(2)

c=1

Similarly, gradient with respect to w can be computed as:

∇wG V (G, D) =

V
X

h

i
Ev∼G(·|vc ) ∇wG logG(v|vc ) log 1 − D(v, vc )

(3)

c=1

Generator penalises vertices having larger probability of negative samples.
7.2

Discriminator

D(v, vc ) = σ(dTv , dvc , w) =

1
1 + exp(−dTv dvc )

(4)

Let dv and dvc be the discriminator embedding for vertices v and vc respectively. Then, gradient
ascent equation can be computed as :
(
∇θD V (G, D) =

∇θD log D(v, vc ), if v∼ ptrue ;
∇θD 1 − log D(v, vc ) , if v ∼ G

(5)

Gradient ascent update equation wrt w is computed as :
(
∇wD logD(v,
vc ), if v ∼ ptrue ;

∇wD V (G, D) =
∇wD 1 − log D(v, vc ) , if v ∼ G
The detailed treatment can be referred in Wang et al. [2017b].
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(6)

Algorithm 2 Approach for generating embeddings
Require: Number of vertices to sample from G and D
Ensure: Embedding matrix for G and D
1: Initialize G and D with pre-trained or random initializations;
2: Construct BFS tree Bv for all vc ∈ V ;
3: while G does not converge do
4:
for G-steps do
5:
Generate g vertices for each vertex vc using Algorithm 1;
6:
Update θG and wG according to Eq. (1), (2) and (3);
7:
end for
8:
for D-steps do
9:
Sample t positive vertices from ground truth and t negative vertices from G for each vertex
vc ;
10:
Update θD and wD according to Eq. (4), (5) and (6);
11:
end for
12: end while
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